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Candidates whose application to be accepted  

Only in the event of their condition exist to be graduated from high school or to be in the last class 

of the high school, the applications of those in the following will be accepted;  

1) Foreign Nationals;  

2) Those who are Turkish citizens at birth and are allowed to leave Turkish Citizenship by the 

permit from the Ministry of Interior and those who have documented that they have a document 

obtained by underage children on the issue of leaving Turkish citizenship that is granted by Law 

No. 5203 on Exercising the Legislated Rights. (In Article 7 of Turkish Citizenship Law No. 5901: 

“A child is a Turkish citizen if he/she is born to a Turkish mother or father in a union of marriage 

inside or outside Turkey.” Therefore, there is benefit in examining Turkish Citizenship Law for 

the candidates applying to the acceptance quota from abroad.)  

3) The ones passing to the T.R. citizenship with the citizenship gained afterwards while having 

foreign nationality/the ones having double nationalities in this situation,  

4) a) The ones completing the last three years of the secondary education (high school) from the 

T.R. nationality students continuing their secondary education at aboard before the date of 

01.02.2013 in the foreign country other than TRNC (Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, 

(including the ones completing their whole secondary education (high school) in the Turkish 

schools opened as belonging to MEB in a foreign country other than TRNC)  

b) The ones completing their whole secondary education (high school) in a foreign country other 

than TRNC from the T.R. nationality students starting the secondary education at abroad after the 

date of 01.02.2013, (including the ones completing their whole secondary education (high school) 

in the Turkish schools opened as belonging to MEB in a foreign country other than TRNC)  

5) Those, who are the national of the TRNC, reside in TRNC, have completed high school 

education in TRNC ,and have the results of GCE AL exam; and those who enrolled in and studies 

in colleges and high schools in other countries between the years of 2005 and 2010 and also have 

the results of GCE AL exams.  

Candidates whose application won't be accepted 

1) Those who have the Turkish Republic citizenship and completed their high school education in 

the Turkey or TRNC.  



2) The ones having the TRNC nationality (excluding the ones completing their whole high school 

education in the TRNC high schools and having the GCE AL result and the ones having or will 

have the GCE AL examination results by getting education by registering to the colleges and high 

schools in the other schools between the dates of 2005-2010),  

3) The ones having double nationalities whose the first nationality is T.R. with the birth defined in 

the item numbered 2 of the article a, (including the ones completing their whole high school 

education in a foreign country other than TRNC/ the ones completing their whole high school 

education in the Turkish schools in a foreign country other than TRNC)  

4) Those who are dual-nationals which one of their citizenship is the TRNC (except those who 

completed their secondary education in the high schools of the TRNC and have GCE AL exam 

result and those who have or will have GCE AL exam result after signing up and studying in 

colleges and high schools of the other countries between the years of 2005 and 2010),  

5) The applications of the ones having T.R. nationality and getting education in the foreign high 

schools in Turkey and in the schools being in the scope of the embassies in Turkey and the ones 

having double nationalities whose the first nationality is T.R. with the birth defined in the item 

numbered 2 of the article a will not be accepted. 


